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IntroducAon 

1. During its 2018 UPR, Canada received numerous recommendaAons on gender 
equality, women’s rights, and the human rights of Indigenous peoples, Black people, 
and 2SLGBTQ+ people. Most sex workers are women, and many idenAfy as migrant, 
racialized, Indigenous or 2SLGBTQ+. The criminalizaAon of sex work comes with a 
constant police presence, social and racial profiling, harassment, surveillance, arrest, 
detenAon, and deportaAon — all of which contribute to sex workers’ isolaAon and 
vulnerability to violence. Some members of our communiAes face addiAonal police 
harassment, parAcularly Indigenous women and youth, people who are im/migrants 
(especially racialized women), and trans people (especially trans women). The 
criminalizaAon of the sale or exchange of sexual services gravely exacerbates sex 
workers’ sAgmaAzaAon and marginalizaAon. ProtecAng the rights of sex workers is 
imperaAve to Canada’s response to the UPR review and to upholding their human 
rights.  

2. The criminalizaAon of sex work in Canada through the Protec'on of Communi'es 
and Exploited Persons Act (PCEPA) is a profound violaAon of sex workers’ human 
rights including the rights to life, health, autonomy, non-discriminaAon, self-
determinaAon, privacy, freedom of associaAon, to be free from violence, labour 
protecAons and access to jusAce. Indigenous women who sell or trade sex, racialized, 
Asian, and Black sex workers, migrant sex workers, trans sex workers, and sex 
workers who use drugs are disproporAonately deprived of these rights. Our 
recommendaAons for acAons and law and policy reforms  need to be taken up by the 
Canadian Government to respect and fulfill the human rights of sex workers. These 
include (but are not limited to) the removal of all criminal provisions that criminalize 
sex workers, clients and third parAes, as well as the removal of immigraAon 
regulaAons that prohibit migrants from working in the sex industry.  

3. DecriminalizaAon is part of a holisAc response that must also be accompanied by 
other measures that address economic, social, colonial, and historical oppression of 
women, trans persons, and Indigenous, racialized, and migrant communiAes.  

4. We regret that Canada did not receive any recommendaAons specifically on the 
rights of sex workers.  

Legal Context  

5. Sex workers in Canada face significant risks to their safety, health, and human rights 
because of the criminalizaAon of sex work. On December 6, 2014, the Protec'on of 
Communi'es and Exploited Persons Act (PCEPA) came into force. The PCEPA was the 
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Government’s response to a unanimous Supreme Court of Canada decision in 
Canada (A8orney General) v. Bedford, Lebovitch and Sco8 (Bedford).   Prior to i

Bedford, neither paying for nor selling sexual services was illegal, although many of 
the acAviAes associated with sex work were. The Supreme Court in Bedford struck 
down three Criminal Code  provisions as unconsAtuAonal: the prohibiAons on ii

publicly communicaAng to sell sexual services, keeping a “bawdy house” or brothel, 
and living on the avails of another’s sex work.  

6. The Court found these provisions violated sex workers’ rights to security under s. 7 of 
Canada’s consAtuAon (the Charter of Rights and Freedoms) by prevenAng those 
engaged in a “risky — but legal” business from legally employing safety-enhancing 
pracAces and could not be jusAfied in the name of prevenAng nuisance. The 
Government was given one year to enact consAtuAonally compliant legislaAon. 
However, the changes introduced with the PCEPA not only reproduce the harms of 
the three invalidated Criminal Code provisions, but also add new offences that have 
created grave dangers for sex workers.  

The Harms of Criminalizing Sex Work: Protec'on of Communi'es and Exploited 
Persons Act (PCEPA) 

7. The PCEPA has been touted by its proponents as an “equality model” that seeks to 
reduce sex workers’ exposure to violence by treaAng them as “vicAms” while 
subjecAng only clients and third parAes benefiAng from sex work to criminal 
sancAons. In reality, the PCEPA relies on the policing and surveillance of the most 
marginalized sex workers across Canada, and sex workers experience heightened 
surveillance and harassment from law enforcement and conAnue to be 
criminalized, arrested, deported, and denied their rights. As is evident from the 
name of the law and the accompanying technical paper,  the PCEPA prioriAzes the iii

protecAon of “communiAes” — not sex workers — from the perceived harm and 
nuisance of sex work, at the expense of sex workers’ rights. 

8. In addiAon to laws that already made it a crime to impede vehicles or traffic in a 
public place to sell or purchase sexual services, the PCEPA criminalizes all aspects of 
sex work and sets out five primary offences:  

●Selling one’s own sexual services in a public place is illegal (at or in view of a school, 
playground or daycare); 
●Purchasing sexual services is illegal in all circumstances; 
●Third parAes are prohibited from financially benefiAng from another’s sex work, 

including in the context of a commercial sexual service enterprise;  
●Procuring someone to provide sexual services is illegal; 
●AdverAsing anyone else’s sexual services, whether by publishing an adverAsement in 

print, broadcasAng it, or hosAng it online, is illegal.   iv
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9. While the government claims that sex workers are immune from criminalizaAon 
under PCEPA, the immunity only provides safety from prosecuAon and arrest, not 
from the impacts of criminalizaAon that extend far beyond arrest. The fact that sex 
workers are sAll operaAng in the context of criminality negaAvely affects their 
working condiAons and encourages isolaAon and avoidance of law enforcement.  v

  
10. The PCEPA is premised on the assumpAon that sex work is inherently exploitaAve. 

However, this is not demonstrated in the evidence in Canada. Studies across Canada 
have found that, although street sex workers have experienced parAcularly 
dangerous work condiAons because of criminal laws and their enforcement, most 
sexual transacAons are not violent.  When violence does occur, it is more oaen vi

targeted violence from predators and people posing as clients. The Supreme Court in 
Bedford case reaffirmed these findings, concluding that expert tesAmony about the 
intrinsic violence of sex work was ideologically moAvated.  AddiAonally, vii

internaAonal human rights experts have concluded that the criminalizaAon of any 
part of sex work creates vulnerability to human rights violaAons.    viii

11. PCEPA has also been accompanied with an aggressive law enforcement response 
that conflates sex work with human trafficking. This has resulted in an increased 
police presence in the lives of already oversurveilled and underprotected 
communiAes of Indigenous and migrant sex workers. This police presence has 
resulted in increased arrests and deportaAons. Not only are law enforcement failing 
to disAnguish between sex work and human trafficking, it is evident in much of the 
police response to sex work that anA-trafficking iniAaAves are driving the repression 
of sex work. 

12. CriminalizaAon reinforces exisAng sAgma around sex work, oaen resulAng in both 
over-policing of nuisance complaints and vicAm blaming if sex workers do experience 
violence.  The Missing Women Commission of Inquiry, established aaer the ix

disappearance of 70 street-based sex workers in Vancouver, also found that 
adversarial relaAonships between street-based sex workers and police prevented sex 
workers from accessing police services when they had experienced physical and 
sexual violence, leading to a culture of impunity for predators.  x

Public Space ProhibiAons 

13. One of the most significant misconcepAons about the PCEPA is that only third parAes 
and clients are impacted by the law. This is false. SecAon 213(1)(a) prohibits 
impeding or stopping vehicles or traffic in a public place to sell or purchase sexual 
services, and secAon 213(1.1) prohibits communicaAon for the purpose of providing 
sexual services for consideraAon in a public place, or in any place open to public 
view, that is or is next to a school ground, playground, or daycare centre. The most 
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marginalized sex workers who work on the street are directly targeted and affected 
by this prohibiAon.  

14. The public space prohibiAons heighten the need for both sex workers and clients to 
rush negoAaAon and avoid explicit and clear communicaAon as they avoid detecAon 
by law enforcement. Sex workers are displaced and isolated to avoid detecAon of 
themselves or their clients from law enforcement, which increases vulnerability to 
violence. This interferes with safety mechanisms that sex workers use to stay safe on 
the job – including informal or formal networks of security supports. 

Purchasing ProhibiAon  

15. The criminalizaAon of clients makes no disAncAon between clients and perpetrators 
of violence. NegoAaAons with clients in public space are rushed because clients are 
anxious and stressed about criminalizaAon. Clients’ fear of detecAon by police means 
that sex workers are unable to take sufficient Ame to screen potenAal clients before 
gexng into cars, facilitaAng an environment where opportuniAes for clear 
communicaAon are severely limited and it is difficult to establish condiAons criAcal to 
consent to sex. As a 2019 report co-authored by an Alliance member group confirms, 
the prohibiAon on purchasing has forced all sex workers to limit their communicaAon 
with potenAal clients to avoid law enforcement, affecAng their ability to negoAate in 
advance the terms of a transacAon and posing potenAal risks to sex workers who 
may not be able to properly screen a client in advance or to come to an agreement 
with the client about the services before they meet, and impacAng sex workers’ 
income and ability to work.   xi

16. Criminalizing the purchase of sexual services also isolates sex workers. Between 2012 
and 2014, the Vancouver Police Department targeted clients for law enforcement. 
Research with sex workers during this period confirmed that criminalizaAon of clients 
recreated the impacts of the former unconsAtuAonal laws for sex workers: 
“displacement to isolated spaces; inability to screen clients or safely negoAate terms 
of transacAons; and inability to access police protecAon.”  When clients are xii

criminalized, sex workers are forced to operate in more dangerous environments, 
where they are unable to clearly communicate, negoAate, and safely engage with 
clients.  xiii

Third Party ProhibiAons 

17. Sex workers work with a wide range of third parAes. This includes people who 
provide iniAal screening, security, and workspaces; drivers; website providers; 
agency owners or managers; recepAonists; translators and others. Third parAes may 
own businesses that sex workers work for, assist with health and safety protecAons, 
and provide customer services, similar to other businesses and service providers 
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outside of the sex industry. Oaen, sex workers take on roles as third parAes for one 
another. Sex workers o\en report that they would prefer to work with a third 
party, rather than by themselves, as this would allow them to focus on the services 
that they provide and the implementaAon of personal safety mechanisms. Many 
sex workers do not have the resources nor desire to work independently, including 
due to poverty, isolaAon, language barriers, lack of resources, family obligaAons, and 
technological proficiency. And yet, the PCEPA assumes that all sex workers can work 
alone and for themselves. 

18. The prohibiAons on third party benefits and procuring prevent sex workers from 
legally enjoying the security of working with others and oaen with each other, since 
sex workers oaen fulfill these roles. A key finding of Bedford was that working and 
living with others was oaen safety-enhancing. In a study of almost 600 sex workers, 
along with managerial pracAces such as venue safety policies and access to sexual 
and reproducAve health supplies and services, social cohesion was found to 
significantly improve sex workers’ health and safety and their abiliAes to negoAate 
condom use and other contracepAves.  xiv

19. Although third party and procuring provisions ostensibly target exploitaAon, research 
has found that stereotypical “pimps,” who manipulate or coerce sex workers through 
the use of threats and violence, are relaAvely rare in Canada, even accounAng for the 
possible non-parAcipaAon of those controlled by pimps in studies.  While home-xv

based in-call and street-based sex workers in Canada typically work for themselves, 
they also employ people to help them with aspects of their work. Many managers 
are women and themselves former sex workers.  In some commercial xvi

establishments, administraAve or maintenance duAes are shared between sex 
workers on rotaAon. 

20. Being unable to legally work with, and for, others disadvantages those who wish to 
work indoors but lack the monetary resources, stable locaAon, and/or management 
skills to undertake the booking, scheduling, and accounAng, and other arrangements 
(for example, for phone and internet service) required to work independently. Their 
experiences as workers in a precarious, unregulated, illegal business are dependent 
on the disposiAons and acAons of individual managers and co-workers. 
CriminalizaAon of third parAes prevents sex workers from accessing occupaAonal 
health and safety or employment standards regimes, leaving them without legal 
recourse or complaints mechanisms for situaAons involving sexual harassment, 
underpayment or non-payment of contracts or wages, unsafe or unhygienic faciliAes, 
or unfair hiring and dismissal pracAces.   xvii

21. Many sex workers also engage family members and inAmate partners as third 
parAes. Laws that criminalize third parAes and their applicaAon assume all 
relaAonships between sex workers and third parAes are exploitaAve. Where violence 
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does exist in these relaAonships, law enforcement focuses on sex work rather than 
addressing the violence itself. Sex workers who want to maintain their relaAonship 
with third parAes are oaen vicAmized and not supported in addressing violence. 

AdverAsing prohibiAon: 

22. Under the PCEPA, every person who adverAses a sexual service offered by someone 
else risks prosecuAon. Sex workers oaen need the assistance of other third parAes to 
help with adverAsing, including assistance with developing their ads, accounts and 
publicity, and accessing credit cards. More marginalized sex workers frequently do 
not have access to these resources and skills. However, people who provide this 
support can be criminalized by the procuring, material benefit, and adverAsing 
offences. Among sex workers who have acquired the skills and resources to 
adverAse, sex workers report the need to avoid clear communicaAon in their 
online adverAsements to ensure that they are not removed. This is another factor 
that leads to uncertain terms between sex workers and clients. The restricAons on 
third party adverAsing have resulted in some sex workers who have typically worked 
in indoor sexngs to shia their work to public spaces. 

Indigenous Women Who Do Sex Work 

23. Indigenous people in Canada experience discriminaAon, over-surveillance and 
profiling by police, and involvement with the criminal jusAce system and 
incarceraAon at much higher rates than the populaAon as a whole.  xviii

24. Alliance member organizaAons from across Canada have reported the following 
experiences of Indigenous women who do sex work, since the introducAon of PCEPA: 

a)Laws that criminalize the purchase of sexual services and ban public communicaAng 
about sexual services push Indigenous sex workers into isolated and dark areas 
where they are more vulnerable to predators who rely on sex workers’ distrust of 
police and the jusAce system’s dismal response to sexual assault and violence against 
Indigenous women generally, to shield them from accountability. This vulnerability is 
intensified for Two-Spirit and trans sex workers.  

b)Police surveillance can also break down the sense of community and camaraderie 
between sex workers, which has been shown to significantly enhance sex workers’ 
health and ability to resist exploitaAon.  

c)Indigenous sex workers may rely more heavily on family members to perform safety-
enhancing roles, like providing transportaAon to and from other regions or 
jurisdicAons. The material benefit provisions of the Criminal Code have the potenAal 
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to criminalize these personal relaAonships, even when they are not exploitaAve, for 
example, if the parAes share drugs or alcohol.  

d)Much of the violence against Indigenous women who sell or trade sex is mis-
categorized and conflated with “trafficking” — which has grossly inflated esAmates of 
the number of “trafficked” Indigenous women and girls in Canada, and led to 
prioriAzing of funding for law enforcement strategies that increase over-policing in 
Indigenous communiAes, instead of invesAng in peer-led programs that allow 
Indigenous people selling or trading sex to exchange knowledge and support each 
other. Some programs offered by non-profit organizaAons require that those accessing 
supports idenAfy as “vicAms” or pressure parAcipants not to engage in sex work in 
order to access services. These strategies are not supporAve of Indigenous women and 
do not respect that they are best placed to determine their own life choices.  

e)While Indigenous women will conAnue to face police harassment and over-policing 
regardless of the laws regulaAng sex work, the criminalizaAon of the sale or exchange 
of sexual services gravely exacerbates their sAgmaAzaAon and marginalizaAon. The 
ongoing criminalizaAon of sex work has resulted in a constant police presence, social 
and racial profiling, harassment, surveillance, arrest, and detenAon of Indigenous 
women who sell or trade sex — all of which contribute to isolaAon and vulnerability to 
violence. CriminalizaAon also exacerbates already significant barriers to the jusAce 
system for Indigenous people who sell or trade sex.  

f)For Indigenous women working in constrained circumstances, removing their source of 
income by criminalizing their clients does not make them safer, help meet their 
immediate needs, or increase their future opAons. At present, Indigenous sex workers 
are also oaen silenced by sAgma within their own communiAes and are assumed to be 
exploited in sex work.  

Racialized Migrant Sex Workers 

25. Sex work provides economic opportuniAes for people who work within informal 
labour markets and street economies, parAcularly communiAes of racialized and im/
migrant sex workers who experience less employment opportunity because of 
conAnued racism in Canada. Similar to Indigenous people who sell or trade sex, im/
migrant communiAes are made parAcularly vulnerable by the criminalizaAon of sex 
work. The threat of police involvement, surveillance, and deportaAon increases their 
vulnerability to violence and limits their ability to come forward as vicAms of 
violence.  

26. In Canada, as elsewhere, “anA-trafficking” campaigns have been pitched as a means 
of “protecAng vulnerable women” but have worked primarily to endanger women 
doing sex work. AnA-trafficking rhetoric and programming by the government has 
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focused on sex work to the detriment of other forms of labour exploitaAon, equaAng 
all sex in exchange for money or goods with sexual exploitaAon and violence against 
women, even in the absence of any evidence of exploitaAon. This fails to account for 
what sex workers themselves say about their experiences. The federal government 
amended parts of the Criminal Code trafficking provisions in the PCEPA, linking the 
two offences. As under the PCEPA, sex workers who are targeted in anA-trafficking 
invesAgaAons are labeled as vicAms but treated as criminals subject to a range of 
puniAve responses.  

27. Migrant sex workers have been targeted by law enforcement who oaen work hand in 
hand with Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA). For example, in 2015, the OXawa 
Police Service released informaAon about a raid on massage parlours that led to the 
deportaAon of 11 women.  Trying to avoid detecAon increases im/migrant sex xix

workers’ isolaAon and dramaAcally reduces their access to health and safety 
resources. Im/migrant workers who are vicAms of violence do not report it for fear of 
being arrested and deported. BuXerfly, an organizaAon that provides support to 
migrant sex workers throughout Ontario, has documented cases in which one sex 
worker reported being robbed four Ames in a week, and another sexually assaulted 
three Ames in one week.  In a survey conducted by BuXerfly in 2015, more than xx

60% of respondent migrant sex workers said they had experienced different forms of 
violence, but felt that they were unable to call police for fear that they or their co-
workers would be arrested or subjected to increased police surveillance, loss of 
income, and possible deportaAon.  xxi

28. In addiAon, sex work-related criminal offences capture a range of people and 
behaviours that are not exploitaAve. As a result, migrant sex workers may conAnue 
to face economic and situaAonal risks if the people they work with are criminalized. 

29. Alliance member organizaAons from across Canada have reported the following 
experiences of migrant sex workers, since the introducAon of PCEPA: 

a)The criminalizaAon of sex work increases sex workers’ suscepAbility to violence. The 
conflaAon of sex work and trafficking has led to law enforcement targeAng of women 
working in situaAons that are not exploitaAve and made it more difficult for sex 
workers to report incidents of violence and for courts to recognize actual incidents of 
trafficking. 

b)Sex workers’ physical and economic security is threatened when sex work 
establishments are increasingly raided by law enforcement. Migrant sex workers are 
assumed to be exploited, and third parAes are assumed to be exploitaAve. Racialized 
people are oaen assumed to be traffickers or trafficked vicAms.  
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c)Although the federal government has claimed that the new laws would not be used 
against sex workers, racialized and migrant sex workers have been disproporAonately 
arrested and detained under the sex work offences. 

d)Sex workers, including migrant sex workers, may be prosecuted under the offences 
related to third party benefits and trafficking when they work with, gain material 
benefits from, and assist other sex workers to enter or work in Canada.  

e)The Canadian government claims that the purpose of immigraAon regulaAon 
restricAons that prohibit people with temporary work permits and people who have 
open work permits from working in strip clubs and massage parlours is to prevent 
trafficking. However, it unnecessarily limits employment opAons for migrant, and 
parAcularly racialized migrant, communiAes and ensures the presence of law 
enforcement in the lives of migrant sex workers, which puts them at risk of isolaAon 
and targeted violence. 

f)CBSA may arrest and deport migrant sex workers. Sex workers who receive 
“Departure Orders” must leave voluntarily within 30 days. Failure to do so may result in 
forcible removal from the country, even if sex workers are simultaneously idenAfied as 
vicAms in an invesAgaAon. 

g)Partnership invesAgaAons between Canada’s federal police agency, the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police (RCMP), municipal bylaw enforcement and CBSA oaen results in racial 
profiling or the targeAng of racialized sex workers or any sex worker who is not 
perceived to be ‘local’.  

Specific RecommendaAons for LegislaAon: 

30. The harmful impacts of criminalizing sex work go beyond the violence of arrest and 
incarceraAon. Police repression is a significant factor in creaAng vulnerability to violence 
and poor working condiAons. A context of repression makes it difficult for sex workers to 
report human rights violaAons and other crimes and for police to invesAgate acts of 
targeted violence against sex workers by predators, who commit such violence in a 
context of impunity. Legal and social construcAons of sex work as exploitaAon contribute 
to a climate of sAgma and disdain for sex workers and sex work, which also promotes 
violence and discriminaAon.  

31. Like with other vulnerable communiAes, the decriminalizaAon of sex work is a 
crucial first step to reduce instances of violence and provide meaningful assistance to 
sex workers. By decriminalizing sex work, sex workers would be able to benefit from 
labour protecAons, including employment standards and occupaAonal health and 
safety laws, that are afforded to all other workers. These are far more effecAve 
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measures to promote sex workers’ human rights, including labour rights, than criminal 
and anA-trafficking laws. 

32. As such, we recommend the following measures: 

a)Repeal all the provisions introduced through the Protec'on of Communi'es and 
Exploited Persons Act and other Criminal Code provisions criminalizing sex workers, 
clients and third parAes. As a federal state, the Government of Canada needs to lead 
the reform process and decriminalize sex work before other laws and regulaAons for 
sex worker health and safety can be enacted. 

b)Repeal regulaAons in the Immigra'on and Refugee Protec'on Regula'ons (IRPR) that 
prohibit sex work. CBSA and other law enforcement need to immediately stop 
“visiAng” massage parlours and other workplaces where migrant sex workers work, 
and cease detenAon and deportaAon of migrant workers, including migrant sex 
workers. Instead, sex workers should be able to access rights, support and services 
without fear, sAgma, surveillance and the threat of criminalizaAon. 

c)Repeal municipal bylaws that allow entry by-law enforcement into predominantly 
migrant workspaces, e.g., body rub parlours, strip clubs and holisAc centres, and stop 
by-law enforcement that target sex work or the adult entertainment industry. 

  
d)Immediately ensure full and permanent immigraAon status for all in Canada, without 

excepAon. 

e)Provide federal support for municipal Access Without Fear/Sanctuary City policies that 
allow migrants to report violence against them and receive essenAal services such as 
health care without fear of deportaAon.  

f)Address violence against sex workers by guaranteeing that they enjoy the full benefit 
of exisAng laws criminalizing physical and sexual assault, robbery, forcible confinement, 
kidnapping, stalking, and other forms of abuse, instead of segregaAng them through a 
separate set of sex work-specific sAgmaAzing criminal laws. 

g)Stop using anA-trafficking programs to jusAfy the intrusion of law enforcement in 
places where sex work is taking place, including indoor sex work establishments. 

h)Discourage the partnership between law enforcement and Canada Border Service 
Agency that enables them to enter indoor sex work establishments under the guise of 
anA-trafficking measures. 
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i)Review exisAng anA-trafficking policies and programs that equate sex work with human 
trafficking, and revise policies to remove assumpAons that sex work, absent coercion, is 
a form of trafficking, sexual exploitaAon, or violence. 

j)Invest money into sex worker-led community iniAaAves, parAcularly Black, 
Indigenous, and migrant sex work iniAaAves for self-administered educaAon and 
vocaAonal training, housing, income assistance, employment programs, and health and 
drug use programs. 

k)Defund police and reallocate human trafficking resources to seXlement, social, health, 
legal, and housing services and supports without a requirement to idenAfy as a 
trafficking vicAm. Sex workers need non-judgmental programs that don’t seek to 
minimize opportuniAes for sex work, pressure sex workers to “exit”, seek to abolish sex 
work, or conflate sex with trafficking.

 2013 SCC 72 (Bedford). The Bedford decision considered 25,000 pages of Canadian and internaAonal evidence from sex workers and i

social science research.

 RSC 1985, c C-46.ii

see Technical Paper: Bill C-36, Protec'on of Communi'es and Exploited Persons Act available from hXp://www.jusAce.gc.ca/eng/rp-iii
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